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Following an Associated Press/NORC poll in April which indicated that only 26% of Democrats want
Joe Biden to run for a second term as president, a recent CNN poll conducted by SSRS now shows
that 66% of all Americans (not just Republicans) believe that another four years of Biden could lead to
‘disaster.’  Even CNN can’t dismiss the “horrible news” any longer.

“Horrible news. Horrible for Joe Biden.” ?

Not even CNN can spin the results of their own Joe Biden poll. pic.twitter.com/JeeLnAbr5S

— Young Americans for Liberty (@YALiberty) May 26, 2023

The reasons behind this massive decline in support vary.  Biden’s bizarre behavior during the entirety
of his first term has led to multiple embarrassing displays during diplomatic events, and many people
are beginning to suspect he is suffering from some form of dementia.  Biden has a long list of recorded
flubs and outright fantasy tales, from multiple claims that his son “died in the Iraq war” when he actually
died of brain cancer…

President Joe Biden mistakenly tells troops in Japan that his son died in the Iraq war when
his son actually died in Maryland from Cancer. pic.twitter.com/MFnymPjHyb

— Daily Loud (@DailyLoud) May 23, 2023

To his constant aimless wandering as if he does not know where he is…

The feeling of unease is only multiplied by the increasing tensions between NATO and Russia.  With
nuclear arms involved, it may be valid to demand that Biden finally take a cognitive test.  Democrats
are right to be worried.
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https://www.forbes.com/sites/alisondurkee/2023/04/21/most-democrats-dont-want-biden-to-run-again-poll-finds-but-theyll-probably-vote-for-him-anyway/?sh=5fb0208e7e0d
https://www.cnn.com/2023/05/25/politics/cnn-poll-democrats-2024/index.html
https://t.co/JeeLnAbr5S
https://twitter.com/YALiberty/status/1662133997722562561?ref_src=twsrc^tfw
https://t.co/MFnymPjHyb
https://twitter.com/DailyLoud/status/1660831333197725696?ref_src=twsrc^tfw
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